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Overview 
 

About the Release Notes 

The Release Notes are a comprehensive user guide for the latest release of Mambu. The Mambu 
Release Notes give you everything you need to get up and running with the new features and 
enhancements in the latest release. 

What’s Included in the Release Notes 

For every new major enhancement, the Release Notes provide: 

● A high-level description of the functionality 
● Implementation tips to help you get started with setup and administration 
● Tips to help you maximize the benefits 

Beyond the major new features, there may be additional enhancements or functional changes which 
will be included along with a brief description. 

Your Feedback Matters 

We know how important the Release Notes, online help, and documentation are to your company's 
success with Mambu. To continually improve the service we deliver to you, we want to know what 
works and what doesn't. Let us know by contacting support@mambu.com or your account manager. 
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1. Bug fixes  

[CORE-1582] - Interest and Taxes due are negative on the Schedule 
after entering a Repayment covering all the installments 

For Dynamic Term Loan with Declining Balance Equal Installments interest calculation method and 
Exclusive Taxes, the interest and taxes due were displayed as negative on the schedule, after 
manually applying interest and repayment, that covered all instalments. Mambu addressed the issue 
and the scheduled is now displayed with all the installments marked as Paid. 

[CORE-1762] - INTERNAL_ERROR is thrown when creating a loan 
account via API with grace period greater than number of 
installments 

For Dynamic Term Loan with Declining Balance Equal Instalments interest calculation method and 
grace period greater than number of instalments an internal error appeared, when user was trying to 
create a loan account via API. The issue was addressed and now a specific error is sent back to the 
API caller, informing on the miss-configuration.  

[FIX-1061] - Loan account fees section is not visible for payment 
plan product 

When defining a Payment Plan product without any fee amount specified, the fees are not visible in 
the Disbursement Details section when creating the Loan Account.  

In this release, Mambu fixed this behaviour and even if no fee amount is provided when defining the 
Loan Product, the fees are visible in the Disbursement Details section at Loan Account creation. 

[FIX-1064] - Unable to Close - Pay Off account after disbursement 
and first instalment via API 

When trying to Pay-Off (via the user interface) a Fixed Loan Account for which repayments were 
entered via API, an exception was thrown in the background and the Pay-Off action was not 
performed. With this release, Mambu fixed this behaviour and the Pay-Off action can be successfully 
performed. 

[IAA-24] - Mapped role is still assigned to a user after the role is 
removed from IDP  

With this final fix, we are removing the workaround by which a user provisioned through SSO would 
still keep his Mambu permissions once the role was removed.  

From now on, for the organizations that are using Federated Authentication, all users must receive a 
Role assignment through the SSO of choice to have Mambu access. For more information, please 
see Mambu-SSO Role Mapping on User Provisioning on our Planned Backwards Compatibility 
Changes.  
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[TCS-1493] - After unsuccessful data import, the error highlighting 
is incorrect in the error report Loan Account Schedule 

In the Data Import process, in the case a loan account has a repayment date different from the loan 
schedule due date from that account, the error sheet pointed out the validation fail but not the specific 
rows causing the error. With this fix, the error highlights are correct and shown on the expected rows. 

[TCS-1562] - Unable to Change Address of Branches 

When updating the address of a branch that didn't previously have a saved address, the data did not 
persist correctly. With this fix, the data persists on updating branch address and the new data is 
visible on the UI as well. 

 
Sandbox release: Wednesday, September 4th, 2019 
Production release: Thursday, September 5th, 2019 
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